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become better informed and prepared to deal realistically with the
russians of today through reading these books than in any other
expeditious way I1 know of parenthetically I1 wish there were even a
single book about america in russian bookstores that compared in
quality and integrity with any one of these five books so conveniently
available to us
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leon wieseltiersWieseltiers little book nuclear war nuclear peace is

an expanded and slightly altered version of an essay published in the
new republic magazine publishers note in january 1983 A
historian of medievaijewishmedieval jewish history wieseltier has tried to understand
the nuclear debate and to argue for a reasonable nuclear policy his
very thoughtful essay combines a realistic view of the soviet threat with
a profound sense of our moral responsibility to avoid nuclear destruction
he follows no ideology but tries to make sense of the arguments from
both the right and the left to find a middle ground consistent with
careful thought and a high sense of ethics he argues that there is

no contradiction between anti communism rightly considered and arms
control rightly considered he attempts to discuss what such right
considerations must be dealing with the I1 relationship of national
security policy to foreign policy of the military strategy of the united
states to its moral and political ends x

wieseltier begins after a short introduction by discussing the
peace movement in the united states and europe his exposition of
the philosophical weaknesses of its extreme positions is especially lucid
and cogent he argues that the hatred of all things military is finally
a sign that you do not believe in what you are that you do not believe
that you have something to lose 27 to be antiantlantinuclearanrinuclearnuclear then is

not to be antimilitary nor is it to be anti american 28
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he continues with a chapter entitled the party ofwar in which
he discusses soviet and american military doctrines he argues that
there is no such thing as nuclear superiority because the losses on
either side will be too much to bear if only a single missile gets through
and more than a single missile will 38 wieseltier goes on to argue
thatthethattiethat the hawks have come to admire a great deal of soviet strategic
thinking to the extent that over the last few years there has been a

sovietization of american strategy 39 that is US policymakerspolicy makers
have been moving ever closer to soviet positions on civil defense
counterforce as a nuclear strategy and the possibility of prolonged
nuclear war this shift began well before president reagan took
office wieseltier contends that one of the serious problems of the
defense community is its attention to winning a nuclear war or
99 prevailing99prevailing as they choose to say rather than to ending it and
ending it as quickly as possible he argues strongly against the notion
of counterforce which has crept into our current nuclear policy and
corrupted the concept of deterrence counterforce is especially
dangerous because in practice there is no way to aim nuclear weapons
at purely military targets without killing large numbers of civilians
counterforce as a policy simply becomes a way of ignoring the
terrible impact of a nuclear strike on civilian populations

wieseltier next discusses europe and the nuclear weapons policy of
NATO he gives much attention to the current argument ofwhether the
US should renounce first use of nuclear weapons dyson in the other
book discussed in this review distinguishes between the concepts of first
use and first strike quite dearly first use refers to the introduction
of tactical nuclear weapons in an ongoing conventional war first strike
refers to the use of strategic nuclear weapons in a direct attack A policy
of no first use of nuclear weapons by the united states or the NATO

alliance would require increased defense spending in western europe
this would strengthen europesEuropes conventional forces sufficiently to provide
security against conventional warfare with the warsaw pact nations
unfortunately europeans have seriously resisted this extra spending
for defense As wieseltier puts it they prefer the nuclear peril to
higher taxes 69 he concludes nevertheless that a policy of no
first use would undermine the US commitment to europe and
hence undermine deterrence of nuclear war he argues finally that
I1 I1 nuclear weapons can be put out of play in only two ways deterrence
and disarmament no first use cripples deterrence but offers nothing
in the way of disarmament and it encouragesencourages the delusion that words
will do away with the nuclear danger when only deeds will 71
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wieseltier concludes by strongly defending deterrence
acknowledging the weaknesses of deterrence he nevertheless argues
that it is essential to disarmament and to progress in the current nuclear
dilemma however he determines from the shortcomings of deterrence

that deterrence is not enough 76 rather there is a symmetry
between deterrence and disarmament each supporting the other
deterrence needs disarmament since the huge weapons supplies
acquired in the name of deterrence increase our danger and demand
controls only mutual disarmament that is symmetrical disarmament
between the superpowerssuperpowers and symmetrical verification of disarmament
reduces our danger but wieseltier also argues that disarmament needs
deterrence to regulate arms control and maintain the strategic balance
so that stability is preserved in the course of arms reduction disarmament
may therefore be pursued only within a doctrine of deterrence

the relationship between deterrence and disarmament suggests
that nuclear weaponry is not needed beyond the requirements of mutual
assured destruction wieseltier concludes that minimal deterrence while
we are striving for mutual arms reduction is our best hope

the clarity and openness of wieseltiersWieseltiers thinking are refreshing
while trying to make sense of some very complicated issues he doesnt
side with either the hawks or doves the only significant weakness
of his approach is that he sometimes represents a position by its most
extreme proponent and hence argues against an easy target nevertheless
this method helps elucidate the weaknesses of the arguments of both

hawks and doves and shows the logical conclusions of such
arguments one may not agree with all of wieseltiersWieseltiers conclusions
but the essay is well worth reading it will cause any serious reader
to reevaluate some of his own assumptions about the realities and the
ideals of nuclear policy in today s world

freeman dysonslysons book weapons sandhopeandhopeundand hope isis much longer and
more comprehensive than wieseltiersWiesel tiers while not requiring technical
background of its readers it nevertheless deals with more of the
technical aspects of nuclear weapons problems beginning in world
war 11II dyson has made important contributions to physics and to
technical military questions he has consulted with the US arms
control and disarmament agency and has become very familiar with
arms control issues he has firsthand acquaintance with soviet
scientists and is widely read in soviet western european and american
literature dealing with defense and nuclear weapons

dysonslysons book is also characterized by very deep moral concerns
the analysis of the etletiethicalical features ofvarious approaches to disarmament
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looms large in his writing and in his judgment having worked closely
with both the military personnel and those in the peace movement
he has tried to write a book which speaks to both groups to help them
see the other s arguments he fears that much of the debate has seen
these two groups talking past one another

weapons and hope is written in four parts questions
tools people and concepts questions discusses the basic

issues dyson relies a great deal on historical analogy in his book
especially reaching back to world wars I1 and 11II As he explains at
the beginning of the book central to my approach is a belief that
human cultural patterns are more durable than either the technology
ofweapons or the political arrangements in which weapons have become
embedded 3

in dysonslysons view the nuclear arms race between the US and the
soviet union is partly a result of their different assumptions about
nuclear war the US assumes that nuclear war can be prevented
only by deterrence that is nuclear threats while the soviet union
is obsessed after a long history of invasion and slaughter in her own
homeland with the concept of sheer survival this leads to incompatible
nuclear policies the US insists that whatever else happens in a nuclear
war russia will be destroyed while the soviet union insists that come
what may russia will survive this difference in point ofview has made
it difficult for the two sides to reach arms agreements

tools deals with the technologies both of nuclear weapons and
defense against them dyson discusses the evolution to large and then
to smaller nuclear weapons the change in emphasis from more
explosive warheads to more accurate delivery systems and the possibility
ofofnonnuclearnonnuclearnonnuclear precision guided munitions PGM he argues that the
political will to nuclear disarmament might be powerfully helped
by a technological development deliberately aimed toward making
nuclear weapons unattractive 49 he hopes that precision guided
munitions might provide that incentive in addition he hopes that
precision guided munitions and computers might favor defensive rather
than offensive weapons the fundamental reason why the computer
revolution favors defense is that in a battle of information the defenders
rightingfighting in their own territory can see what is happening better than
the attackers fighting in exposed vehicles 52

dyson discusses the problems ofweapons production in a chapter
entitled technical follies he makes a strong argument against the
MX missile program based in part on historical analogy to a technical
fofollyilyllyliy pursued during world war II11
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dyson takes a fresh look at many issues trying to see all sides
with the insight he brings he elucidates difficult questions in an
unusual way in his chapter on star wars he considers three
possible futures the arms controllers future which would ban
weapons from both earth and space the technical follies future

which makes space a battleground and does nothing to help resolve
problems on earth and the defense dominated future in which
nuclear weapons are banned from earth and space and nonnuclearnonnuclear
technology is used both on earth and in space to help make the ban
effective 69 71 dyson concludes that we would best keep space
disarmed as far as possible as long as we maintain such overkill in
our weaponry on earth nevertheless he qualifies that by saying but
if we can ever achieve such drastic disarmament on earth a deployment
of appropriately designed space weaponry may help us to push the
negotiated reduction of nuclear arsenals all the way to zero 7711 this
passage is typical of the open mind dyson keeps on weapons questions
and of his sincere attempts to explore alternatives which will reduce
dangers to the world at large

people is full of insight about the relationship of people to
weaponry and war and about the role of individual points of view in
determining policy one chapter amateurs at war compellingly
describes the world war I1 experiences of dysonslysons father and uncle
particularly interesting is its portrayal of the excitement of the war and
the way the challenges it presented gave meaning and purpose to some
lives the chapter education of a warrior about dyson himself
in world war 11II is an equally insightful and compelling portrayal
of the way the momentum of day to day events can catch one up making
it nearly impossible to deal with and react to the moral questions

the other chapters on people are also of significant interest
and insight the chapter on russians is especially helpful in
elucidating the russian response to nuclear threat here again dyson
uses anecdotes and personal experiences as well as making significant
references to russian history he tries to understand the soviet union
without accepting or sympathizing with the totalitarian soviet
government

the last part of the book entitled concepts deals with alter-
native nuclear doctrines both in this section and in the earlier chapter
on the russians dyson draws heavily on george kennan his
colleague at the institute for advanced study dyson considers seven
strategic concepts assured destruction limited nuclear war counter-
force nonviolent resistance nonnuclearnonnuclear resistance defense unlimited
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and live and let live he analyzes arguments for and against each of
these concepts giving particular weight to moral arguments he
concludes that there is one concept that might satisfy simultaneously
the demands of military realism and human decency 272 citing
donald brennan he terms this live and let live we maintain the
ability to damage you as badly as you can damage us but we prefer
our own protection to your destruction 274 dyson believes as does
wieseltier that our weapons may allow disarmament by negotiation
instead of unilaterally preserving symmetry of disarmament and of
verification

dyson is an original and penetrating thinker who explores a wide
range of issues in his book seeking practical ways to make our world
more secure more stable more decent

both dysonslysons and wieseltiersWiesel tiers books are well worth reading
wieseltiersWiesel tiers is a relatively short essay dysonslysons a book of many
dimensions I1 hope they will be read widely and contribute significantly
to the nuclear debate as both combine political realism with a strong
sense of moral responsibility neither is caught in a straitjacketstraitjacket of
ideology these two books provide a clear sighted view of a very
difficult problem the most serious problem our world faces today


